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ABSTRACT
A dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal is provided, including: dual card slots configured to interpose two communication cards; a human-machine interface adapter configured to send radio frequency starting commands to dual protocol stacks, and send, after receiving radio frequency success messages fed back by the dual protocol stacks, initialization commands to dual card management modules; the dual card management modules configured to initialize the communication cards in the dual card slots according to initialization commands sent by the human-machine interface adapter, and feed back initialization success messages to the human-machine interface adapter; dual protocol stacks configured to receive the radio frequency starting commands sent by the human-machine interface adapter, start radio frequencies in the dual protocol stacks, and feed back radio frequency state information to the human-machine interface adapter. Communication protocols are provided to the communication cards in the dual card slots according to initialization results. A communication method of the dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal is also provided. Thus, a 2G card and a 3G card can be inserted into a mobile phone in any order, and a desired network service can be provided to a user conveniently.
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A human-machine interface adapter sends radio frequency starting commands to dual protocol stacks, and receives radio frequency state information fed back by the dual protocol stacks.

The human-machine interface adapter sends initialization commands to dual card management modules after receiving the radio frequency starting success message.

3G initialization is performed to a communication card in dual cards.

Success:

- A 3G protocol stack provides a 3G communication protocol to the communication card.
- A 2G protocol stack provides a 2G communication protocol to the other communication card.

Failure:

- The 2G protocol stack and the 3G protocol stack are exchanged.
- The 2G protocol stack provides a 2G communication protocol to the communication card.
- The 3G protocol stack provides a 3G communication protocol to the other communication card.
Fig. 3

1. Radio frequency starting commands are sent
2. A radio frequency is started
3. A radio frequency state is fed back
4. An initialization command is sent
5. A 3G radio frequency is started
6. 3G initialization succeeds
7. A 3G communication protocol is provided
8. An initialization success message is sent
9. An initialization success message is sent
10. An initialization command is sent
11. 2G initialization succeeds
12. An initialization success message is sent
13. A 2G communication protocol is provided
14. An initialization success message is sent
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401: Radio frequency starting commands are sent

A 3G radio frequency is started

A 2G radio frequency is started

402: A radio frequency state is fed back

403: An initialization command is sent

3G initialization succeeds, and dual card management modules are exchanged

Second card management module

First card management module

2G initialization succeeds

404: An initialization success message is sent

405: An initialization success message is sent

406: An initialization command is sent

3G initialization succeeds

407: An initialization success message is sent

A 2G communication protocol is provided

408: An initialization success message is sent

A 3G communication protocol is provided
DOUBLE-MODE AND DOUBLE-STANDBY MOBILE TERMINAL AND COMMUNICATION METHOD THEREOF

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to a dual-mode dual-standby technology of a mobile terminal, particularly to a dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal and a communication method thereof.

BACKGROUND

With the rapid development of modern communication technologies and increasing demands for information, mobile communication devices including mobile phones and so on have gradually become indispensable communication tools in people’s daily life while subscribers, as users of mobile terminals, require better performance of the mobile terminals, thus urging the mobile terminals to be upgraded continuously. Voice and data transmission of Third Generation (3G) mobile terminals has been greatly accelerated compared with that of Second Generation (2G) mobile terminals, thus 2G mobile terminals will be replaced by 3G mobile terminals gradually. However, there are still a considerable large number of users using 2G mobile terminals, e.g. Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) mobile terminals because a 3G network deployment is still imperfect.

With the gradual improvement of the 3G network deployment and the rapid development of Fourth Generation (4G), i.e. Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks, dual-standby mobile phones have been well-received by numerous users. A so-called dual-standby mobile phone is a mobile terminal supporting network communications of two standards, and the dual-standby mobile phone can enable a user to accept a network of a new standard while continuing the use of a network of an original standard. 2G/3G dual-mode dual-standby and 2G/3G/4G dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminals will be widely used gradually. Especially, dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminals based on a single chip will attract attention of terminal manufacturers because of their relatively low cost.

At present, 2G/3G dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminals are dominant in the market. That is, a 2G card and a 3G card may be inserted into a mobile phone simultaneously. G or T/W will be marked on a surface of a card slot of a dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal in order to distinguish cards of two different standards, so as to prompt a user to insert a 2G card (a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card) into a card slot with a G mark, and a 3G card (a Universal Subscriber Identity Module (USIM) card) into a card slot with a T/W mark. A user will fail to acquire a desired network service once a card is inserted into a wrong card slot and the user needs to turn the power off again, relocate the card, and then turn the power on again to acquire the network service, which is very inconvenient.

SUMMARY

In view of this, the present disclosure provides a dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal and a communication method thereof so as to enable a 2G card and a 3G card to be inserted into a mobile phone in any order, and provide a desired network service to a user conveniently.

To achieve the purpose, a technical solution of the present disclosure is implemented by the following way.

A dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal includes dual card slots, a human-machine interface adapter, dual card management modules and dual protocol stacks, wherein the dual card slots are configured to interpose two communication cards;

the human-machine interface adapter is configured to send radio frequency starting commands to the dual protocol stacks, and send, after receiving radio frequency success messages fed back by the dual protocol stacks, initialization commands to the dual card management modules;

the dual card management modules are configured to initialize the two communication cards in the dual card slots according to the initialization commands sent by the human-machine interface adapter, and feed back initialization success messages to the human-machine interface adapter; and

the dual protocol stacks are configured to receive the radio frequency starting commands sent by the human-machine interface adapter, start radio frequencies in the dual protocol stacks, feed back radio frequency state information to the human-machine interface adapter and provide communication protocols to the two communication cards in the dual card slots according to initialization results.

In the solution, the dual card slots may include a first card slot and a second card slot to interpose a communication card respectively.

The communication card in the first card slot and the communication card in the second card slot are cards of different standards.

In the solution, the dual card management modules may include a first card management module and a second card management module which are configured to receive the initialization commands sent by the human-machine interface adapter and initialize the two communication cards in the dual card slots respectively.

In the solution, the dual protocol stacks may include a first protocol stack and a second protocol stack, wherein the first protocol stack is configured to provide a 2G communication protocol and interact with the first card management module; and

the second protocol stack is configured to provide a 2G communication protocol and interact with the second card management module.

A communication method of a dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal includes that:

a human-machine interface adapter sends radio frequency starting commands to dual protocol stacks, and after receiving radio frequency starting success messages, sends initialization commands to dual card management modules;

the dual card management modules initialize two communication cards in dual card slots, and notify after the initialization succeeds, the dual protocol stacks to provide corresponding communication protocols to the two communication cards.

In the solution, the two communication cards may be cards of different standards.

In the solution, the initialization may include that 3G initialization is tried first, and then 2G initialization is tried if the 3G initialization fails.

In the solution, the method may further include that whether to adjust a task registry is determined according to an initialization result, corresponding communication protocols are provided to the two communication cards respectively according to the task registry.

In the solution, determining whether to adjust the task registry may include that:
when a first card management module performs 3G initialization to a communication card in a first card slot successfully, the task registry is not adjusted;  
when the first card management module performs the 3G initialization to the card in the first card slot unsuccessfully, the task registry is adjusted.

In the solution, adjusting the task registry may include that the first card management module and a first protocol stack interacting with the first card management module exchange tasks with a second card management module and a second protocol stack interacting with the second card management module.

According to the dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal and a communication method thereof provided by the present disclosure, dual card management modules and dual protocol stacks are built in the mobile terminal. The dual card management modules initialize two communication cards in dual card slots. A task registry is adjusted according to an initialization result. A 2G protocol stack in the dual protocol stacks is connected to a card slot where a 2G card locates, and a 3G protocol stack in the dual protocol stacks is connected to a card slot where a 3G card locates, thus providing a 2G protocol to the 2G card in the dual card slots, and providing a 3G protocol to the 3G card in the dual card slots. In this way, a user may insert a 2G card and a 3G card in communication card slots in any order, and acquire a desired network service conveniently.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a composition structure of a dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal in an embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an implementation process of a communication method of a dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal in an embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of an implementation process of a dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal without dynamic adjustment in an embodiment of the present disclosure; and

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of an implementation process of a dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal with dynamic adjustment in an embodiment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Embodiments of the present disclosure will be further expounded below in combination with the accompanying drawings and specific embodiments.

Embodiment 1

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a composition structure of a dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal in an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 1, the mobile terminal includes dual card slots 11, a human-machine interface adapter 12, dual card management modules 13 and dual protocol stacks 14, wherein

the dual card slots 11 are configured to interpose two communication cards.

Here, the two communication cards are cards of different standards, e.g. a 2G (SIM) card and a 3G (USIM) card, and the two communication cards may be inserted into the dual card slots 11 in any order.

The human-machine interface adapter 12 is configured to send radio frequency starting commands to the dual protocol stacks 14, receive radio frequency state information fed back by the dual protocol stacks 14, and send after radio frequencies are started successfully, initialization commands to the dual card management modules 13.

Here, the initialization includes initialization of two network standards, e.g. 3G initialization and 2G initialization. The 3G initialization is tried first, and the 2G initialization is tried if the 3G initialization fails.

The dual card management modules 13 are configured to initialize the communication cards in the dual card slots 11 according to the initialization commands sent by the human-machine interface adapter 12, and feed back initialization success messages to the human-machine interface adapter 12 after the initialization succeeds.

The dual protocol stacks 14 are configured to start the physical radio frequencies in the dual protocol stacks 14 according to the radio frequency starting commands sent by the human-machine interface adapter 12, and feed back the radio frequency state information to the human-machine interface adapter 12, and is further configured to provide communication protocols to the communication cards in the dual card slots 11 after the radio frequencies are started successfully.

Here, the dual card slots 11 and the dual protocol stacks 14 are connected by the dual card management modules 13. Correspondingly, the dual card management modules 13 notify, after initializing the cards in the dual card slots 11 successfully, the dual protocol stacks 14 to provide the communication protocols to the communication cards.

The dual card slots 11 include a first card slot 111 and a second card slot 112, wherein

the first card slot 111 and the second card slot 112 are configured to interpose a communication card respectively.

Here, the communication card in the first card slot 111 and the communication card in the second card slot 112 are cards of different standards, e.g. a 2G (SIM) card and a 3G (USIM) card.

The two communication cards may be interposed into the dual card slots 11 in any order. Specifically, an SIM card is interposed into the first card slot 111 while a USIM card is interposed in the second card slot 112, or a USIM card is interposed in the first card slot 111 while an SIM card is interposed in the second card slot 112.

The dual card management modules 13 include a first card management module 131 and a second card management module 132, wherein

the first card management module 131 and the second card management module 132 are configured to initialize the communication cards in the first card slot 111 and the second card slot 112 according to the initialization commands sent by the human-machine interface adapter 12.

Here, the cards in the first card slot 111 and the second card slot 112 are initialized in two cases, specifically as follows:

when a USIM card is interposed into the first card slot 111 while an SIM card is interposed in the second card slot 112, the first card management module 131 initializes the card in the first card slot 111, specifically, 3G initialization is tried first, and if the 3G initialization succeeds as a result, then the first card management module 131 sends a card initialization success message to the human-machine interface adapter 12; the human-machine interface adapter 12 sends a card initialization command to the second card management module 132; the second card management module 132 initializes the card in the second card slot 112, specifically, 3G initialization is tried first, and if the 3G initialization fails as a result, then
2G initialization is tried, and if the 2G initialization succeeds as a result, then an initialization success message is fed back to the human-machine interface adapter 12.

when an SIM card is interposed into the first card slot 111 and a USIM card is interposed into the second card slot 112, the first card management module 131 initializes the card in the first card slot 111, specifically, 3G initialization is tried first, and if the 3G initialization fails as a result, then the first card management module 131 and the second card management module 132 are exchanged; here, the first card management module and the second card management module are exchanged through modifying a task registry; the second card management module 132 continues to perform 2G initialization to the card in the first card slot 111 and if the 2G initialization succeeds as a result, then the second card management module 132 sends a card initialization success message to the human-machine interface adapter 12; the human-machine interface adapter 12 sends a card initialization command to the first card management module 131, and the first card management module 131 initializes the card in the second card slot 112; specifically, 3G initialization is tried first, and if the 3G initialization succeeds as a result, then an initialization success message is fed back to the human-machine interface adapter 12.

The dual protocol stacks 14 include a first protocol stack 141 and a second protocol stack 142, wherein the first protocol stack 141 and the second protocol stack 142 are configured to send the radio frequency starting commands to the human-machine interface adapter 12 to start the physical radio frequencies of the first protocol stack 141 and the second protocol stack 142, and feed back the radio frequency state information to the human-machine interface adapter 12, and is further configured to, after the radio frequencies are started successfully, provide a 3G communication protocol and a 2G communication protocol to the communication cards in the dual card slots 11 respectively.

Here, the first protocol stack 141 provides the 3G communication protocol and is connected to the first card management module 131, wherein the first card management module 131 initializes the card in the card slots 11. When 3G initialization succeeds, the first card management module notifies the first protocol stack to provide the 3G communication protocol to the card in the card slots 11.

The second protocol stack 142 provides the 2G communication protocol and is connected to the second card management module 132, wherein the second card management module 132 initializes the card in the card slots 11. When 2G initialization succeeds, the second card management module notifies the second protocol stack to provide the 2G communication protocol to the card in the card slots 11.

Correspondingly, the dual protocol stacks 14 provide the communication protocols for initialization in the following two cases:

when 3G initialization is performed to the card in the first card slot successfully and 2G initialization is performed to the card in the second card slot successfully, the first protocol stack provides the 3G communication protocol to the card in the first card slot, and the second protocol stack provides the 2G communication protocol to the card in the second card slot;

when 2G initialization is performed to the card in the first card slot successfully and 3G initialization is performed to the card in the second card slot successfully, the second protocol stack provides the 2G communication protocol to the card in the first card slot and the first protocol stack provides the 3G communication protocol to the card in the second card slot.

Embodiment 2

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an implementation process of a communication method of a dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal in an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 2, the process includes the following steps 201-208.

Step 201 includes that a human-machine interface adapter sends radio frequency starting commands to dual protocol stacks, and receives radio frequency state information fed back by the dual protocol stacks.

Here, the radio frequency starting commands are sent to the two protocol stacks simultaneously.

The feedback radio frequency state information is radio frequency starting success or radio frequency starting failure information. Specifically, when the two protocol stacks start radio frequencies successfully at the same time, the radio frequency starting success information is fed back, otherwise, the radio frequency starting failure information is fed back.

Step 202 includes that the human-machine interface adapter sends initialization commands to dual card management modules after receiving radio frequency starting success messages.

Here, the initialization includes 3G initialization and 2G initialization. The 3G initialization is tried first, and the 2G initialization is tried when the 3G initialization fails.

Step 203 includes that 3G initialization is performed to a communication card of the dual cards. If the initialization succeeds, Step 204 is performed. Otherwise, Step 206 is performed.

Here, when the initialized communication card is a 3G (USIM) card, it is considered that the initialization succeeds. When the initialized communication card is a 2G (SIM) card, it is considered that the initialization fails.

Step 204 includes that a 3G protocol stack provides a 3G communication protocol to the communication card.

Before Step 204, there is a step that corresponding card management module sends an initialization success message to the 3G protocol stack.

Step 205 includes that a 2G protocol stack provides a 2G communication protocol to the other communication card, and the current process is terminated.

Before Step 205, the process further includes a step that corresponding card management module initializes the other communication card, and if 2G initialization succeeds as a result, then the mobile terminal sends an initialization success message to the 2G protocol stack.

Here, the initialization specifically includes: 3G initialization is performed to the communication card first, and if the 3G initialization fails as a result, then 2G initialization is performed to the communication card subsequently, and the 2G initialization succeeds as a result.

When the communication card is a 2G (USIM) card, it is considered that the initialization succeeds. When the communication card is a 3G (SIM) card, it is considered that the initialization fails.

Step 206 includes that the 2G protocol stack and the 3G protocol stack are exchanged.

Here, the exchanging is implemented through modifying a task registry.

Step 207 includes that the 2G protocol stack provides a 2G communication protocol to the communication card.

Before Step 207, the process further includes a step that corresponding card management module continues to initial-
ize the communication card, and if 2G initialization succeeds as a result, then the corresponding card management module sends an initialization success message to the 2G protocol stack.

Here, the initialization specifically includes that 3G initialization is performed to the communication card first, and if the 3G initialization fails as a result, then 2G initialization is performed to the communication card and the 2G initialization succeeds as a result.

When the initialized communication card is a 2G (SIM) card, it is considered that the initialization succeeds. When the initialized communication card is a 3G (USIM) card, it is considered that the initialization fails.

Step 208 includes that the 3G protocol stack provides a 3G communication protocol to the other communication card.

Before Step 208, the process further includes a step that corresponding card management module initializes the other communication card, and if 3G initialization succeeds as a result, then the corresponding card management module sends an initialization success message to the 3G protocol stack.

When the other initialized communication card is a 3G (USIM) card, it is considered that the initialization succeeds. When the other initialized communication card is a 2G (SIM) card, it is considered that the initialization fails.

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of an implementation process of a dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal with dynamic adjustment in an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in Figure 4, the process includes the following steps 401 to 408.

Step 401 to 402 include that a human-machine interface adapter sends radio frequency starting commands to a first protocol stack and a second protocol stack and receives radio frequency state information fed back by the two protocol stacks.

After sending the radio frequency starting commands, the present step further includes that the first protocol stack starts a 3G radio frequency and the second protocol stack starts a 2G radio frequency.

Here, the radio frequency state information fed back by the two protocol stacks is radio frequency starting success or radio frequency starting failure information. Specifically, when the first protocol stack and the second protocol stack start the radio frequencies successfully at the same time, the radio frequency starting success information is fed back, otherwise, the radio frequency starting failure information is fed back.

Step 403 includes that after receiving a radio frequency starting success message, the human-machine interface adapter sends an initialization command to a first card management module.

The present step further includes that the first card management module initializes a card in a first card slot, and 3G initialization succeeds as a result.

Here, the initialization includes 3G initialization and 2G initialization. 3G initialization is tried first, and 2G initialization is tried if the 3G initialization fails.

Here, the card in the first card slot is a 3G (USIM) card. Correspondingly, 3G initialization is performed to the card successfully.

Step 404 includes that the first card management module sends an initialization success message to the first protocol stack, and the first protocol stack provides a 3G communication protocol to the card in the first card slot.

The present step further includes that the second card management module initializes a card in a second card slot, and 2G initialization succeeds as a result.

Here, the initialization includes 3G initialization and 2G initialization. 3G initialization is tried first, and 2G initialization is tried if the 3G initialization fails.

Here, the card in the second card slot is a 2G (SIM) card, and 2G initialization is performed to the card successfully.

Step 407 to 408 include that the second card management module sends an initialization success message to the second protocol stack, and the second protocol stack provides a 2G communication protocol to the card in the second card slot.

The present step further includes that the second card management module sends an initialization success message to the human-machine interface adapter.

Embodiment 3

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of an implementation process of a dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal without dynamic adjustment in an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 3, the process includes the following steps 301 to 308.

Step 301 to 302 includes that a human-machine interface adapter sends radio frequency starting commands to a first protocol stack and a second protocol stack, and receives radio frequency state information fed back by the two protocol stacks.

After sending the radio frequency starting commands, the present step further includes that the first protocol stack starts a 3G radio frequency and the second protocol stack starts a 2G radio frequency.

Here, the radio frequency state information fed back by the two protocol stacks is radio frequency starting success or radio frequency starting failure information. Specifically, when the first protocol stack and the second protocol stack start the radio frequencies successfully at the same time, the radio frequency starting success information is fed back, otherwise, the radio frequency starting failure information is fed back.

Embodiment 4
protocol stack, and the second protocol stack provides a 2G communication protocol to the card in the first card slot.

Step 405 to Step 406 include that the second card management module sends an initialization success message to the human-machine interface adapter. After receiving the initialization success message, the human-machine interface adapter sends an initialization command to the first card management module.

The step further includes that the first card management module performs 3G initialization to a card in a second card slot, and 3G initialization succeeds as a result.

The initialization includes 3G initialization and 2G initialization. 3G initialization is tried first, and 2G initialization is tried if the 3G initialization fails.

Here, the card in the second card slot is a 3G (USIM) card. Correspondingly, the 3G initialization is performed to the card successfully.

Step 407 to Step 408 include that the first card management module sends an initialization success message to the first protocol stack and the first protocol stack provides a 3G communication protocol to the card in the second card slot.

The present step further includes that the second card management module sends an initialization success message to the human-machine interface adapter.

The foregoing descriptions are only preferred embodiments of the present disclosure and are not used for limiting the protection scope of the present disclosure.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

In the present disclosure, dual card management modules and dual protocol stacks are built in a mobile terminal. The dual card management modules initialize two communication cards in dual card slots. A task registry is adjusted according to initialization results. A 2G protocol stack in the dual protocol stacks is connected to a card slot where a 2G card locates, and a 3G protocol stack in the dual protocol stacks is connected to a card slot where a 3G card locates, thus providing a 2G protocol to the 2G card in the dual card slots, and providing a 3G protocol to the 3G card in the dual card slots. In this way, a user may insert a 2G and a 3G card in communication card slots in any order, and acquire a desired network service conveniently.

What is claimed is:

1. A dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal, comprising dual card slots, a human-machine interface adapter, dual card management modules and dual protocol stacks, wherein the dual card slots are configured to interpose two communication cards;

2. The dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal according to claim 1, wherein the dual card slots include a first card slot and a second card slot to interpose a communication card respectively;

3. A communication method of a dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal, comprising:

   sending, by a human-machine interface adapter, radio frequency starting commands to dual protocol stacks;

   sending, by the human-machine interface adapter, initialization commands to dual card management modules after receiving radio frequency starting success messages;

   initializing, by the dual card management modules, two communication cards in dual card slots, and notifying, by the dual card management modules after the initialization succeeds, the dual protocol stacks to provide corresponding communication protocols to the two communication cards.

6. The communication method according to claim 5, wherein the two communication cards are cards of different standards.

7. The communication method according to claim 5, wherein the initialization comprises: trying Third Generation (3G) initialization first, and then trying Second Generation (2G) initialization if the 3G initialization fails.

8. The communication method according to claim 5, further comprising: determining whether to adjust a task registry according to an initialization result, and providing corresponding communication protocols to the two communication cards respectively according to the task registry.

9. The communication method according to claim 8, wherein determining whether to adjust the task registry comprises:

   when a first card management module performs 3G initialization to a communication card in a first card slot successfully, not adjusting the task registry;

   when the first card management module performs the 3G initialization to the communication card in the first card slot unsuccessfully, adjusting the task registry.
11. The dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal according to claim 2, wherein the dual card management modules include a first card management module and a second card management module which are configured to receive the initialization commands sent by the human-machine interface adapter and initialize the two communication cards in the dual card slots respectively.

12. The dual-mode dual-standby mobile terminal according to claim 11, wherein the dual protocol stacks include a first protocol stack and a second protocol stack, wherein the first protocol stack is configured to provide a Third Generation (3G) communication protocol and interact with the first card management module; and the second protocol stack is configured to provide a Second Generation (2G) communication protocol and interact with the second card management module.

13. The communication method according to claim 6, further comprising: determining whether to adjust a task registry according to an initialization result, and providing corresponding communication protocols to the two communication cards respectively according to the task registry.

14. The communication method according to claim 7, further comprising: determining whether to adjust a task registry according to an initialization result, and providing corresponding communication protocols to the two communication cards respectively according to the task registry.

15. The communication method according to claim 13, wherein determining whether to adjust the task registry comprises:

when a first card management module performs 3G initialization to a communication card in a first card slot successfully, not adjusting the task registry;

when the first card management module performs the 3G initialization to the communication card in the first card slot unsuccessfully, adjusting the task registry.

16. The communication method according to claim 14, wherein determining whether to adjust the task registry comprises:

when a first card management module performs 3G initialization to a communication card in a first card slot successfully, not adjusting the task registry;

when the first card management module performs the 3G initialization to the communication card in the first card slot unsuccessfully, adjusting the task registry.